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CHAPTER 1

General Introduction

1. 1 BACKGROUND

1. 1. 1 UItravI'oIet radI'ation

Adjacent to
and just beyond visible lightinthe spectrum is the ultraviolet reglOn, discovered by

johannwnhelmRitter (1776-1810).Photon energies thereinrange from roughly 3. 1 eV to 124 eV.

UVradiations from the Sun winthus have morethan enoughenergy to ionize atomsinthe upper

atmosphere andinso doing create the ionosphere. nleSe Photon energies arealso of the order of

the magnitude of many chemicalreactions, and ultraviolet radiations become importantintrlggerlng

those reactions･ UV radiation of 200<^<300 nm is absorbed by the ozone (03)layer enveloping the

earth, and the UV radiation of 110 nm<入<250 nm is absorbed by molec山ar oxygen, both of wbicb

for the terrestrial atmospbere･ UV radiation witb入<110 nm is absorbed essentiauy by au types of

atomic and molecular gases of the atmosphere rendering lt nOn-existent on the surface of the earth.

These are the reasons why UVregion with入< 200 nm is generany caued the vacuum UV region.

The spectralreglOn between 250and 300 nm is of particularinterest. The ozone present at 15 to 20

km altitude absorbs tbe血cident solar radiation for wavelengths sⅢa山er than 300 nm. As a

consequence, any radiation emitted on earthor at low altitude between 250 and 300 nm can be

easny observed due to the absence of background radiation under the condition that the detector

does not seethe background radiations above 300 nm. Such detectors are called solar blind.

conventionauy,the UV spectrum is dividedinto a number of sub-UV reglOnS:[1]

near ultraviolet NUV 400-300 nm (3.ト4.1eV),

mid ultraviolet MUV 300-200 nm (4.1-6.2eV),

far ultraviolet FUV 2001100 nm (6.2-12.4eV),

extreme ultraviolet EUV 100-10 rm (12.4-124eV).
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In addition, the fbllowlng names for UV reglOnS are also often mentioned:

vacuum ultraviolet VW 200-10 nm (6.2-12.4eV),

deep ultraviolet DUV 350-190 nm (3.516.5 eV),

ultravioleトA UV-A 400-320 nm (3.ト3.9eV),

ultraviolet-B UV-B 320-280 nm (3.9-4,4eV).

2

1. 1.2 U/travI'oIet detectors

In general･ UV detectors may be categorized as photon detectors (photodetectors)and thermal

detectors (Fig. 1.1).

*CCD--charge couple devices,MCP--micTOChannel array plates･

FIG･ 1
･1

I Classification of ultraviolet detectors (aRerRef.1).

The photodetectors are highly sensitive to radiation and used very widely to ensurethe rate of

photon arrival･ Photon detection is through absorption and ensumg creation of free electrons and

holes, which lead to a current flow inthe material･ The changeinelectronic energy distribution

resulting from this absorption Of photons gives rise to an observed electricalsignal･ If they are

designed approprlatelyina suitable material, they could respond only to UV radiation of certain

selected wavelengths.

UV photodetectors have traditionauy been devotedinto two distinct classes, namely,
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photographic and photoelectricI The photoelectric detectors are known to yield a
greater stability of

response and a greater linearitycharacteristicsIThis is achieved by a considerable recent progressin

加age record血g and process血g as evidenced by the recently developed pbotovoltaic (PV) and

photoemissive array detectors･ Interestingly, these two detectors can offer, forthe first the, the

sensltlVlty and radiometric stabnity of photomultipliers, which paves the way to a high-resolution

image capability.

In the photoemissive UV detectors, the photons areincident on the solid surface realizing

photoelectronintothe vacuum providingthat the barrier to electron emission is eliminated

preferably by a surface treatment･ Applying a voltage between the photocathode surface and a

positively biased anode causes a photoelectron current toflowinproportion to theintensityof the

incident radiation･Asthe surface material plays a key roleinthefunctioning ofthistype detector,

the wavelengthrange of sensitivityis dictated primarily by the absorption band of the cathode

arterial and to some extent the work function of its surface. In the semiconductor detectors, the

photons are absorbedinthe bulk of the semiconductor material producing electron-hole pairs Which

are separated by an electricalfield･ These detectors make use of theinternal photoelectric effect

where the energy of the photons is large
enoughto scatterthe electrons from valence bandinto the

conduction band of the semiconductor material･ Applying a voltage across the absorbing region

causes a current tOflowinproportion totheintenslty Oftheincident radiation.

The most common UV photodetectors currentlyinuse today are the photomultiplier tube (PMT)

and the UV-enhanced Si photodetector･ Eke to its wen-established technology, silicon is the

semiconductor usuauy used for photodiodes, althoughcorrmercial GaAsand GaAsP based

photodiodes are also available･ The UV-enhanced Si photodetector is typically ap-i-n diodewith a

specialantire丑ection coatmg designed UV wavelengths, a Schottky barrier Photodetector, or an

inversion layer photodiode･ Au three device structures havethe advantage that they can be

fabricatedina very mature material usmg a conventional device structure･ Sincethey are au

semiconductor photodetectors,they can be made by very small and highly reliable. neyalso can
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beintegrated withconventional Vul components. A止houghthe UV-qnhanced Si photodiode has

some
very皿pOrtant advantages, itdoes not have very bigb speed compared to longer-wavelength

Si photodetectors, the currents are high (typicallyinthe nanoampere range), and quantum

efficiency lS poor. For operation血the deep UV, Si pbotodiodes may su#er reduced quantum

efficiency due to a degradation of the SiO2/Siinterface after prolonged UV exposure･ In addition,

UV-e血anced Si pbotodetector are not solar-blind devices.

Asa kind of photoelectric UV detectors, PMTs are extremely sensitive UV photodetectors that

are capable of achieving, throughinternal ga血, responsivities of >600 AW
【2】･

pMTs also have

bigb speed and low dark current, A PMT operates by血st co皿ect皿g pbotons on a cathode that is

constructed of an appropriate Photoemissive material. ne work function of this materialis chosen

such that photons with energleS Ofinterest cause electrons to be emitted from the cathode surface.

The cathode is held at very highnegative potential relative
to the current collectmg anode･ Between

the cathode and anode are a series of dynodes that are held at positive potential relative to the

cathode. Emitted electrons are acceleratedthroughthe fieldandintothe dynode surface where the

secondary emission of electrons occurs. This process is repeated for each dynode, resulting m

potentiauy very large gain(>106).
Au electrons are couected at theanode, where a photocurrent is

registered. The dark current of a dynode PMT istypicauy extremely small (<0.1 fA)I

juthough PMTs are very effective,they are bu比y and requue very high voltages to operate

(usually> 1kV). In addition, the PMT is fragne device that is not suited for many m山tary or space

application･ Likethe Si photodetector, it isalso not solar-blind･ Costly filters must be used to

attenuate unwanted visible and IR radiation with the associatedinsertion loss. Thus
,there

isthe

need f㍍ a bigムーperformance, solid-state, solar-b止nd ultraviolet pbotodetector that can be

cost-eff'ectively manufacturedinto high-densityarrays. One possible candidate forthe construction

of such a device isthe direct-bandgap semiconductor auoy,aluminum gallium nitride (AIxGal_xN).

1. 1. 3 GaN-based material system solution
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Gauium nitride is a wide-bandgap semiconductorthat has received renewedinterest based on

recent advancesincrystal growth and optoelectronic device fabrication･[3] Both n-type and p-type

dopmg GaN have become rou血e, altbougb much work st山needs to be done to understand dopant

activationinp-type materials･[4) It is now web understood how to fabricate good n-type ohmic

contacts and reasonable p-type contacts･ lieterostructures comprised of the ternaryalloys InGaN

and AIGaN are now commonplace･ To date, most of the interestinGaN, and the alloysinthe

ALIn,Gal.xN system, has been forlight emitters (e･g･,LED-s
【5-8】

and laser diodes
【9]

).There is

also significant research underway ln the area of GaN-based high-temperature, high-power

electronics and microwave devices･[10･11] Recently,interest has growninusmg this material system

to fabricate UV photodetectors･[12]

Table l･1･ Basic parameters of semiconductors used in UV photodetector (300K).

S i GaAs Gap GaN AIN

Energy gap (eV)

Energy of direct band (eV)

Breakdown field (Vcm~1)

Electron n10bility (cmlv･.s･.)

Hole mobility (cm2v-1s-.)

Radiation recombination coeffi-cient (cm3s･l)

Density (gem-')

Lattice constant (A)

E)ectron affinity (eV)

Dielectric constant, static

Melting point (℃)

Thermal conductivity PcmllK-1)

Saturation electron drift ye)ocity (cms-1)

Maximum operating temperatllre(℃)

1.12 1.43 2.26 3.45 6.2

3.4 2.78

3×105 4×105 1×106 2.6×106 2×106

1400 8500 250

450 400 150

10･1･ 7XIO6 10'u

2.33 5.32 4.14

5.431 5.653 5.45

4.05 4.07 3.08

ll.7 12.9 11.1

1412 1240 1457

1.3 0.55 1.1

900 300

150 14

4×1011

3,23

3.19 3.ll

5.19 4.98

0.6

9.5 8.5

3000

1.3 3.19

107 2×107 1.25×10` 2.7×107

600? 760? 1250?

The ALGal_xN material system,
･spanning

band gaps of 3･4-6･2 eV, is ideal for fabrication of

solar-blind UV detectors. By varyingthe AI content, the responsivity cut-off wavelength can be

varied from 365 to 200 nm･ Since the quantum efficiencies are highdue tothe direct gap of the

Ga-rich auoys,there isthe abilityto form heteroj'unctionsand high temperature operation is
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possible. Sic p-n Junction photodiodes arealso operable at hightemperatures, but they lackthe

other advantages of AIGaN devices･ Specificauy, GaN-based pbotodetectors co血d be fabricated

into two-dimesional arrays that are suitable for UV sensor and multispectral imagmg systems･ If

properly constructed, GaN-based photodetectors could offer significant advantages over PMT

detectorsinterms of size, cost, robustness, complexity, bandwidth, and solar-blind operation･As

comparison, the basic parameters for UV photodetector fabrication in Si, GaAs, Gap, GaN, and

A即are listedinTable 1.1.【13】

The applications fb∫the nitride devices血血de:

*

Biologicaland chemicalsensors: ozone, pouutants and other chemical and biologicalagents･

*
Flame sensors:血e alarms, missile plume detection, combustion control･

* Opticalcommunications: secure space-to-space transmission･

*
uv-emitter calibration: instrumentation, solar UV monitorlng, astronomical studies.

In general, idealphotodetectors require high responsivity, high response speed, minimum noise

and high spectral selectlVlty･ In addition, the photodetectors should be compactinsize, use low

biasing voltages or current, and be reliable under operating conditions･ ne importance and priority

of these specifications depend onthe application field･ When used as UV photodetectorsinjet

engines, automobnes, and furnaces (boners),thedevices would auow optimalfuel efficiency and

control of effluents for a cleaner environment. To a limited extent,visible-blind GaN

photodetectors are血coⅡ-ercial use today･ Several companies seu GaN pbotodiodes that are used

for flame detection against a warm background (suchas detect pnotlights and burner flames inside

large血dustrial fumaces). Some large optics distributors now carry GaN-based device for

general-purpose UV detection requlrementS･ For this application, a visible-b也d GaN pbotodetector

with highresponsivltylS generally sufficient.

The biologicalaction of the solar UV radiation has a strong dependence onthe wavelength, and

depends on the specific biologicalprocess being studied (erythema or skinsunburning, DNA

damage, plant damage, gemicidal effects, bacteria knling and skincancer, etc･)･Because of its
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practicalimporta.nce for human beings, the erythema (skinsunbuming) action has been extensively

studied. Such response
is the most widely uesed UV biological action response, and is presently

achieved by using low band gap photodiodes (Si,GaAs, GaAsP) and a series of Enters and

phospbor coatmgs･ By proper detector design, the erytbeⅢa weight action is approx血ated by

single AIGaN photodiode without any filter･The skincancer response
can be obtained by usmg an

AIGaN (UV-B region)photodiode and an InGaN (W-A region,
400-320

nm)
diode.【141

Mnitary applications, on the other hand, center around miss止e and aircraft detection,inwhich

case very high sensitivity, low dark current, highspeed, and solar-blind operation are all

necessitated. The alloy AIGaN with about 50-60 %血N absorbsinthe region Of the spectrum

where the Sun's radiation is absorbed bythe Earth's ozone layer, thereby providing a dark

background.AnAIGaN UV photodetector operatlnginthis reglOn Sees a background that resultsin

reduced radiation noise and a皿owsthe detection of minute erpission from certaintargets･ To detect

and warn agamst ground-to-air, ah-to-air, air-to-ground, and ground-to-ground missile threats･

successfuuy requues early detection of the miss止e launch･ One promlSmg method of detectlng

incommg miss止es is senslng the UV emissions from the rocket plume. Particularly at altitudes

lower than 20,000 ft, the solar-b也d reglOn is ideal for this purpose because the solar background

radiation isalmost entirely absorbed by atmospheric ozone･ Thus, the -3000
K blackbody emission

from a miss正e plume stands out prom血ently against a dark background, thereby making false

alarm rates very low･ Such amissne threat warning System, therefore, requ汀eS two-dimensional

arrays of bigbly sensitive pbotodetectoTS tO血age the solar-b也d UV spectral range･ Currently,

however, no solid state UV pbotodetectors have the sensitivlty required for this application･ For

atmospheric detection, one must achieve very high quantum efficiency and very low noise, since

the signatures Of these potential targets are known to be very weak, and UV propagationinthe

atmosphere is poor due to Raleigh scattering atthe shorter wavelengths･ Therefore, there is a need

to develop advanced solar-b也d heterostructure photodetectors using epitaxial layers of ALGal-xN

to achieve highquantum efficiency, low dark current, and highspeed･
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The photoconductive properties of GaN were studied by Pankove andin1974,[15】 andthe first

GaN UV photodetector was reportedin1992[16)･ since then, a number of research teams have

developed GaN-based photoconductive,【17】 p-n Junction,【18]p-l-n device,【19,20】MSM structure,[21】

schottky barrier photodetectors･[22] More recently,the above structures,and phototransistors

detectors based on AIGaN has been reported. Figure 1.2. shows a schematic representation of

different types of AtGal_.rNphotodetectors reported■in1iterature. N-type materialis generauy used

because of itshigher carrier mobility.

⊂⊂コ0lmlic contact E=コsemiconductor 匿冠詞n-type semiconductor

E=コtranSParent Schottky固p-type semieoonductor

J- Schottky FOntaCt 皿ⅢⅢII]intrinsic Semiconductor

photoeondue(ive Scho(thy barrier p-a Junction p･l･tZ June(ion

MSM structure BipoJar phototransis(or Field effect pho(otransistor

FIG. 1.2. Schematic structure of the different types of Al.Gal..N photodetectors.

Table 1.2. presents a co山age of various UV pbotodetectors for comparmg and appralSmg the

current state-of-the-art pe血mance. Desplte the remarkable developments mentioned above, true

solar-blind detectors with very low noise levels and signalamplification have not yet been reported.

The ternary AIGaN large AN･ mole fractions would have to be prepared highquality. If p-n

Junction varieties are to be used, p-dop皿g m Such a high mole fraction AIGaN is no easy and none

has been demonstrated. These difficulties should, however, be viewed as challenges ratherthan

obstacles as ba島 been the case for Just about any advancement. A reasonable midway set of

performance goals would be to achieve near 80% to 90%internalefficiency, 10114 w NEP, higher

than 100 MHz frequency response, 260 to 290 nm wavelength response, and loヰ of peak response

relative response at 300 nm fb∫AIGaN detectors.
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Table 1.2･ - Comparison of the Performance (Responsivity,R, Intemal Gain-Quantum Ef丘ciency

Product, G T) , NEP, azldPhotocurrent Decay Time, i)of some State-of-the-Art III-Nitride Photo-

detectors.

9

Detector Responsivity Gn Spectral UV-visible NEP Response Ref.

(A/Ⅵr) (internal) range(nm) ratio (W) time(s)

/GaNPC 125 600
>20×10-9 17

AlxGa1.,NPC 18-300 64-1500. 200-240-350 1_2×10~) 23

～/GaNMSM-PD
0.15 300-365

～103_10. 23×10一12 21

AユGaNMSM-PD 0.107 250-280
_10}

3.8×10~11 26

ヽ/a-GaNSchottky
0.18 200-365

<4×10~9 120×10-9 22

a-AlGaNSchottky 0.07 250-290 6.6×10■9 1.6×10-` 27

JGaNp-nPD 0.14 7X10-14 1.7X10-a 18

AlGaN/GaNp-nPD 0.5 10 24

･ー/'GaNp-i-rzPD
0.ll 0.48 250-365

-10∋ 8.2×10-` 19

GaNp-i-nPD 0.10 300-3(;5
-103 9×10一11 20

AJGaN/GaNp-i-nPD 0.15 0.63 260-365
～103

8×10-1ユ 12×10一8 25

JaNp-7T,nPD 0.14 200-365
ー103 6.6×10-tS

-10×10-9 28

＼βaN/JuGaNphototransistor 5×1.0一 1.7×10】 200-365 108 29

PMT-basedimager
-670 -3000 _10~15 <10~3 30

*Limited by measurementsetup･ The total NEPvalue at areversebias of28 Vis 2.06×10･3w.

PC-
-photoconductor･

MSM-
･Metal

Semiconductor metal, PD-photodiode, PMT-
-photomultieT.

l. 2 0RGAN[ZAT[ON OF D[SSERTAT]ON

The subjectof this work is of interest bothinthefundamental and applied fields ofALGal_xN

material system･ The final goalof our researches is to fabricate high performance ALGal_xN UV

photodetectors･ In order to achievethis objective,the research works were performedintwo steps.

The first step conductedinvestlgations onthe opticalproperties of GaN and its ternary auoys

ALGal_.rN･The optical absorptioninundoped and Si-doped n-type GaN, which is of greatinterest

inunderstanding and characteru皿gthe GaN photodetectors, wasinvestlgated･ Subsequently, a

method by usmgthe reflectance measurement was proposed to determinethe composition

dependence of the bandgap energy (Eg) and bowing parameter ofALGaL_xN anoys･Asthe second

step, the fabrication and characterization were performed on GaN MSM-PDs･ Consequently, this

dissertation presents a synthesis of the above research results and summarized as fouows:

The present chapter, as anintroduction of this dissertation, reviews the historical development

of the UV detector. ne applications of the GaN-based UV photodetectors arealsointroduced. For
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these applications, the technical requlrementS, the state of血e art and也e remammg open issues are

血dicated.

Our research works on GaN-based UV pbotodetector are concentrated on血e pbotovoltaic

metal-semiconductor photodiodes and mainly on the MSM structure photodiodes･ In Chapter 2, the

basic operating principles of the MS photodetectors (Schottkybarrier photodiodeand Schottky

MSM-PD) are presented. Genera止y the behavior of these devices arises丘om the血teraction

between UV radiation andthe electronsinthe semiconductor GaN, i･e･
, results from the absorption

of UV radiation with consequent electronic effect. The topics are thusintroduced from the the

optical absorptlOn PrOCeSSinundoped and Si-doped n-type GaN. The followlng discussions on the

photoresponse mechanism showthat the opticalparameter of interest is the absorption coefBcient,

a(A), and the electricalparameters of interest are minoritycarrier diffusivity, D, and diffusion

length, L ･ The chapter alsoincludes a discussion of the performance figuresand their analysis

method, which can be ut止izedinunderstanding the operation of devices and the opt皿ization of

performance.

In UV detect application, a crucialproperty of the ALGal_,N (x=0-1) anoys is the composition

dependence of the band gap energy (Eg),which is described by a linear behavior ofAlmole

fraction (x) and a nonhear deviation of bowing parameter (b).In chapter 3, a method which

utilizes the reflectance measurement to determine Egand b isintroduced･

A fundamental characteristic of great importanceinUV photodetector performance is the dark

current and photoresponse. For MSM structure photodetector, however, a mainproblem isthe

relatively low responsivitydue to the shadowing oftheinterdigitated electrodes. In chapter 4, the

fabrication andthe characteristics of the back illuminated MSM-PD withthe object
for improvmg

the UV responsivlty are described. The reason for highinternal gain is also discussed.

Cbapter 5血tro血ces a novel stmc山re GaN UV MSM-PD with recessed electrodes. Topics

thereininclude the fabrication procedure and the characteristics of this UV photodetector and the

mechanism for the improvement of the responsivlty･

10
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Finally,inchapter 6, the research works contributing to this dissertation are surrmarized. The

possible limitations, promising developments and future trends of ALGalーXN based photodetectors

are addressed.

ll
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CHAPTER 2

UV Semiconductor Photodetectors: Basic Operating

Principles and Performance Characteristics

2. 1 ]NTRODUCT]ON

The fundamental purpose of any photonic detector is to convertincident optical radiationinto an

electrical signal which can be amplified, displayed and/or retransmitted. Principally, semiconductor

photodetectors are light-weight, compact,typicauy operate at relatively low apphed voltagesand are

generally lowincost･ For these reasons, semiconductor photonic detectors are attractiveinmany

detection systems･ Typicany, semiconductor photodetectors are employed inone of two

applications, eitherinimaglng Or lightwave communications･ The choice of application greatly

affects the performance criterion of the detector, For imaglng applications, the key Issues by which

a detector is judged are its signal to noise ratio; spatial resolution, gray scale resolution (theab山ty

to discriminate between different shades on a tota止y white to totany black contrast scale);abuity to

operate througha range of high to lowinput lightlevels, and spectral response. Detectors employed

inmodern lightwave communications systems have very different performance requirements. In

this application, the detector must be designed to ensure slgnal recognltlOn, aVOid血ter symbol

interference, and operate at high speeds or bandwidths. ne speed of response of the detectorin

hghtwave communications systems is crucialto its performance･ In contrast,inmost imaglng

applications, speed of response is relatively unimportant. Therefore,the design and performance

criterion of a photonic detector depends criticauy upon itsplanned application.

There are severalimportant classes of semiconductor based photonic detectors. Semiconductor

photodetectors canbe classifiedinto five generalcategories･ These are photoconductors, p-n

junctions, Scho地y barrier diodes, phototransistors, and metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS)

devices. Of these device types, only photoconductors, photodiodes and phototransistors can readuy
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supply gam･ Detector gam is used to overcome the noise floor of the fouowlng electronics･ This is

particularly importantinhigh frequency applications, such as lightwave communications systems,

wherethe noise floor of the electronics is relatively high. Each of the detectortypes which supply

gain Offers specific advantages and disadvantages･ Phototransistors are attractive for detection

applications since they can achieve highgainthrough transistor action, but they are relatively more

complicated to fabricate and generauy requlre Sizable chip area. Photoconductors are inherently

simple devicesthat operate at low voltages and are completely compatible with planarintegrated

circuit technologleS. However, these devices are fundamentally umited in gain-bandwidth

performance. Nevertheless, the s血p止dty a#orded by a metal-semiconductor一皿etal (MSM) design

makes these devices highly attractive in on-chip detector applications. Photodiodes, especia皿y

avalanche pbotodiodes, can potentiauy provide bigber ga由一bandwidtb perfoⅡnance than

photoconductors, requ汀e less chip area and fabrication complexity than phototransistorsand
can

operate at hig上galn and low noise.

Ow血g to the above mentioned血erent advantages, MSM structures and avalanche pbotodiodes

are arguably the most promlSmg Semiconductor pbotonic based struc山res for coⅡⅦ1unications and

on-chip detection. Both device types offer high bandwidthoperation, wide spectralcoverage, Sam

mechanisms, high responsIVlty and compatib山ty withintegrated circuit fabrication teclmology. The

ga血, bandwidtb and responsivlty Of MSM and pbotodiode detectors are big血1y sensitive to血e

individualdevice designs. Variationsinthe device geometry, applied bias, doping concentrations,

etc., can greatlyinlluencethe device performance. The degree to whichthese variationsalterthe

device performance, or itssensitivlty, must be charactedzed to ensure reliable perfoⅢnance･

In this chapter, we win firstpresent the basic operating Principles of Schottky barrierand MSM

stmcture pbotodiodes, and then discuss the Ⅲa血parameters of出血perfomance characteristics to

figure out the optimal design for each structure. Only the metal-semiconductor photodetector win be

concemed血tbis chapter and皿ai山y the MSM stmcture pbotodetector･
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2. 2 BAS]C OPERATING PRINCIPLES

2.2. 1 0ptI'cal Absorption in dI'rect wide bandgap semiconductor-GaN

In order for a semiconductor device to be useful as a photodetector, some propertyof the device

should be affected by radiation. The most commonly used property lSthat the conversion of

incident irradiationinto electron-hole palls Which
can be detectedina properly chosen electric

clrCult.

Ganium nitride (GaN) is one of the direct wide gap semiconductors･ It crystallizesinthe wurtzite

(WZ) structuTe･ ne Valence bands consist ofA, B, and C bands, which are split even at the G

pout due to the crystal fieldand spm-orbitinteraction･ nerefore, the corresponding exciton

structure consists ofA, B,and C excitons as the first approximation (Fig.2.1). Due to the large

exciton b血血g energy (27± 1 meV)
【1,2】

of GaN, wbicb is larger than the也emal energy of

elect∫ons at room temperature (26 meV), t上e optical properties of GaN are Ⅲa血1y dete血ed by

excitons even at room temperatuTe･

Fig. 2.1. Schematic band structure around the r point OfWZ GaN･ ne energy

dispersions along kz direction and in kx-ky
plane

are shown･ At k-0, the top of

the valence band is split by crystal field and spin orbit coupling into the A(r9),

B(r7), and C(r7) states･ ARer 〔3,4]･

Whenincident irradiation impmges on a semiconductor, it can scatter an electroninthe valence

bandinto the conduction band. nis process, ca山ed absorptlOn Of a photon･ In order to take the
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electron fromfully occupied valence band tothe empty conduction band,the photon energy must

be at least equal to the bandgap of the semiconductors･ ne photon absorptlOn Process is strongest

when the pboton can血ectly cause an electron血tbe valence band to go血o the conduction band･

Since the photon momentum is extremely sman onthe scale of the electron momentum,the

conservation of momentum requires that the electron-hole transitions are verticalink-space, as

shown血Fig･ 2･1･ Sncb transitions are o山y possible near the bandedge for direct bandgap

semiconductors, such as GaN. For such semiconductors one c皿Write the absorptlOn COefBcient as

α(カ¢)
≡

27q2h ♭cγlJi(m:)3/2(ha)-E

3n,cmo2co ha) Jr2h3
, (2.1)

where mr* isthe reduced e-h mass, nr isthe refractiveindex, ha)the photon energy, Egthe bandgap

and pcv IS a momentum matrix element which auowsthe transition to take place･ For direct gap

semiconductor GaN, whenthe various values forthe constants are pluggedinto Eq. (2.1),the

absorptlOn turns Out be hLV, EgineV

･(hW,望4×106(宏)3/2坐h-wEg)1′2ふ-1
(212)

Ascan be seen from Eq. (2.2),theabsorption is zero above a cutoffwavelengthgiven
by ^c,

wbicb can be expressed as

hc 1.24

^c=石=両市, (a-) (2.3)

where Eg isthe semiconductor bandgap･ It should be noted that the electron-holeinteraction

produces excitons which modUy the optical spectra near the bandgap･ Thus, opticalabsorption can

occur a few meV (forGa如is about 27.5
meV)

belowthe bandgap･ Moreover, ithas been observed

by many researchers that tbe血血sic absorption edge is not as steep as suggested by Eq･ (2･1)I

For GaAs, GaN,and other dhect gap materials,the absorption edge is blunted (Mossand Hawkins

1962; Sturge 1962; Hin 1964).Urbach (1953)corrmentedthat the absorption coefficientsinmany

Ron-metauic solids tend to have an exponentially sloplng edge expressed as
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a -

aoexp[A(ha'-B)], (2.4)

forthe major steep reg10n･ However, the exponential steepness of increases as one proceeds

towardsthe top of the edge･ The characteristics become more prominent at lower temperature.

The explanation for the Urbach edge was血st given by Red field (1963).He suggestedthatinthe

samplethere may be dopmginhomogeneities and alsointernalstrains･ nese give rise
to a

microscopic electric fieldinthe

_sample･

Franz (1958) and Keldysh (1958)independently

established that an electric field produces absorption ta止sina semiconductor･ Redfield argued that

theintrinsic slope variation arises from the Franz-Keldysh effect caused by variationsinthe

microscopic electric五eld.

Chthe other hand, itwas found that the exponential absorption edge is correlated qulte Weu With

transitioninvolving band ta止s,which canbe controlled by doplng･ When the carrier concentration

ina semiconductor is large due tothe presence of a large impurity denslty, the coulomb potential of

randomly distributed impurities causes a significant alteration of energy states near the band edge･

withincTeaSing impurity concentrations, the hydrogen-like impurity wave functions beginto

overlap･ As a result t上e energy levels of the impurities broaden to foⅡn a band, known as an

血purity band･ In addition, an血purity ato皿血oduces a local variation血tbe potential energy of

an
electron because of the difference of the nuclear potentials of the impurity

and the host atom.

nis local random variation of the potential energy modifies the position of the band edges･

Consequently, the band extend beyond tbei∫ respective position in tbe血t血sic material. The

extended part of the band is calledthe bu7d tail･A high impurity densltyalso means a highcarrier

denslty･ The lattice potential which an electron faces is then affected by the presence of other

electrons, or血otber words也e lattice potential is screened･ When the electron gas is dense, the

wave functions of adjacentelectrons overlap and theinteraction becomes prominent. ne electrons

repel one another and the electrons withsame spm avoid each other. ne behavior of an electron is

thus controlled by au other electrons andthe effect is known as correlation. ne results of the two

effects is a lowermg of the potential energy for both the electron and hole, which is known as
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band-gap shrinkage ･

[5]

The absorption COefficient for the different n-typeSi dopng concentration at room temperature is

showninFig･ 2･2･[6J The absorption coefficient of undoped GaN demonstrates two distinct exciton

osciuation peaks･ The profue of the exciton peaks can st山be observed even at carrier concentration

as highas lX 1018 cm-3, whichindicates
a large exciton binding energy･ ne absorptlOn COefficients

show a significant decrease aroundthe location of the excitons peaks withincreasmg doplng leve17

which can be attributed
to the quenching of exciton by ionized impurities･ Becausethe ionized

carriers screen the Coulombinteraction between electronsand
holes, the probab山ty

for exciton

formation is reducedandthe exciton absorption Peak is therefore eliminated･
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Fig･ 2 ･ 2 I Absorption coefficient of GaNwith various carrier concentrations,

as afunction of photon enert,c'y･

Moreover, as the dopng concentrationincreases,the absorption belowthe band gap increases

and the band edge absorption decreases less rapidly compared tothat oftheundoped GaN･As

discussed above, the ionized impurities perturbthe bands viathe Coulombinteraction･ which

血duces a strong local field and band ta血g and血us, changes血e slope of血e absorptlOn edge･

Therefore, both characteristics indicate that band gap narrowlng and band tauing effect dominatein
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the n-type GaN near band edge optical absorptlOn･ For n-type III-V semiconductors such as GaAs

and InAs, the band filling effect canusuany be observedinthe heavily doped case due tothe small

carrier effective mass. The Fermi1evel can easny moveinto the conduction band as the dopmg

concentrationincreases above the degeneracy limit.Asa result, the absorption edge shifts to the

higher energy region･ The band fining effect is not evidently observed for n-type GaN even at

doplng COnCentration as high as 8･4× 1018 cm･3･ The Fermi level is O1066 eV above the bottom of

conduction band at this dopmg level, and extreme degeneracy lS not realized due to the large

electron e#ective皿aSS Of GaN.

For GaN, the optical absorptlOn at the bandegdes is strong because the optical absorptlOn
Can

occur without a phonon partlCIPation. For detection of an opticalsignal, theincident light should be

absorbed.
Itis known that radiation absorption aCtuauy OCCurSinthe reglOn Of finite thickness near

也e surface, corresponding to the sk血deptb of the electromagnetic wave penetrat皿g mtO the

surface of matter. If L isthethickness of the semiconductor layer, the fraction of incident light

absorbed山並is approxi皿ated

1 -

exp(-α乙)

Thus, for strong absorption, We must have

(2.5)

L >1/α(hW) (2.6)

The dependence of absorption coefficient on wavelength (absorptioncoefficient spectrum)is one

of mostinterestmg optical properties incharacterization and､ design of semiconductor UV

photodetector･ Chce the absorption COefficient for a semiconductor isknown, one then knows the

rate at which electron-hole pa灯s Will be generate. The relation between the absorption COefficient

andthe rate of electron-hole generation win be discussedinthe next section.

2.2.2 Schottky-barrI'er photodiodes

Schottky diodes (surface-barrierdiodes)having a
metal(M)-semiconductor (S)

structure have

some featuresincorrmon with p-n structures (thepresence of the potential barrier)and differ

substan【ia山y血tbe energy diagram (thedepletion region wbere血e electric field is bigb is at the

Zl
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semiconductor surface and the potential ba汀ier beig山is substantia皿y lower也an the semiconductor

bandgap
energy),inthemechanism of current flow (itisthermionic emission for Schottky diodes)

andinfabrication technology. It appears, therefore,that M-S structures should have higher

short-wavelength sensitivity (carriergeneration occursinthe depletion region withhigh built-in

electric field)and faster response (thecurrent is due to the transport of majoritychargecarriers and

not the reco皿bi皿ation-generation processes);tbei∫
fabrication tec血ology is simpler but they have

lower breakdown voltages, larger leakage currentsand lower photovoltage compared withp-n

structures based on the same semiconductor material.

Fig ･ 2
･3.

Energy-band diagram of a Schottky-barrier photodetector. The different

mechanisms of the photoeffect (1.electron generation in the metal, 2. electron-

hoLe generation illthe semiconductor outside the depletion region, 3. electron-

hole generation in the semiconductorwithin the depletion region)and1.osses (a.

electron diffusion or thermionic emission against the contact field, b. electron

quasibauistic losses) are shown. Fun curves are the energy-band diagramincludhg

barrier height decrease due to the Schottky effect.

In front-inuminated Schottky photodiodes,the止ght that crossesthe semitransparent Schottky

contact is absorbedinthe semiconductor, generating electron-hole palls. The direction of incident

山um血ation is perpendicular to the plane of the Scbottky barrier. Depend血g on the wavelength of

theincident light and the semiconductor used, a certainpercentage oralltheincident light is
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absorbedinthe depletion layer of the barrier･ The current responsivityof MIS structures (Fig.

2.3.)is determined by the fonowing.

(I)The first process is the generation of electronsinthe metal and theirinjectionintothe

semiconductor at incident photon energies exceeding the barrier height q a), of the

metal-semiconductor potential ba汀ier.

(II)The second is the generation of electron-hole pairsinthe semiconductor and separation of the

palls bythe built-inelectric field at h v >Eg I The photocurrent representsthe sum of contributions

丘o皿Charge carriers generated血tbe depletion reg10n Of width lγ and缶om carriers that reached this

layer &om the adjoiningregion of extent L, (minoritycharge carrier diffusion length)･

The second process is more efficient thanthe firstand therefore the long-wavelength limit of the

photosensitivlty spectrum is close tothe bandgap valueindirect-band semiconductors and to the

tbresbold energy for direct optical transitions in血diTeCt-band se血con血dors･ At pboton energleS

weuinexcess ofEg the photosensitivityis observed to drop, although less dramatically thaninp-n

structures･ This drop was explained by loss of photogenerated carriers occurmg through carrier

drift against the built-infield,【7】bythemionic emission,【8】by quasibalhstic electron transport
[9】

or

by a drop血tbe血ernal quantum yield･【10】

The total current underthe iuumination isthen given by

IT@h, -

A(JdiP･JdEH
･Jm由), (2,7)

whereA isthe Schottky contact area,and J
d地,

J
di丘, and J

cmis
are the current densities due to

carrier drift, diffusion,and photoemission fromthe metal, respectively. Recombination andthermal

generation of carriersinside the depletion region Will be neglected, but may be noticeableinmaterial

witha high concentration of recombination centers, and then would cause additional modifications

oftbe Eq. (2.7).

The dripphotocurrenE Can be expressed as

JdiP =

-qIDR
G(x)dx ,
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where G(x) is thp generation rate, given by

G(x)
- ◎phTn(A)a(A)e-a(W (2.9)

being ¢ph the photon且ux reaching the device, T屯(A)the transmittance of the semitransparent metal,

and α(A) the semiconductor absorption coefficient. The drift current densitydue to carriers

generatedinside the depletion region Witha width of w isthen obtained as

J岬-

-qJ:vG(x)dx
=

-qOphTm(入水1-e-a'Uv)I
The diniLSionphotocurrent is given by

J卿ニーqDp(乳w,

(2.10)

(2.ll)

where D, is the minority (hole)diffusion constant･ the hole concentration, p(x), can be obtained

丘om the con血uity equation

Dp砦一旦ヂ十G(x)-
0,

(2.12)
P

wherep no
IS the equilibrium hole density･ and Tp lS the lifetime of excess carriers･ The solution of

Eq. (2.12)under the boundary conditions

and

is given by

p(x)=pno at x=∞,

p(x)=O atx=w,

p(x) -pn.
- (pno'Ke-伽)e'w-X'/Lp'Ke-ax,

where Lp - (DpTp)1′2, α-α(A),a去d

K=迎.
(cap)2

The diffusion current density at X=W is thus obtained as

JdR =

-qOphTn(A,丁寛e~恥一肌o箸.
Z4
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The emission photocurrent can be estimated as

Jqn由ニーq¢phPa77ht'IwL
, (2.18)

where Pa isthe metal absorbance, T)
in暮

is theinternal quantum yield,and77co1 1S the conection

efficiency, which accounts for electron scattemg from the surfaces, phonons, and cold electrons.

Theinternalquantum yield for this mechanism is defined as the probabnity that an excited electron

win =escape''血o the semiconductor･ This yield fわllows Fowler's relation【11･12】

T7int
∝

hv (2.19)

where ¢
A
is the Schottky barrier height･ For UV Schottky photodiodes, the role of photoemission

canbe negligible,considering that the Fowler's relation is not satisfied for ^<500 nm and the

defectsinduced photocurrent is higher than photoemissionfrom the metal for visible radiation.

The total photocurrent under monochromatic iuumination and reverse bias is, therefore, the sum

of Idriftand Idiffand is given by

ITbh, -

A(JdiP･J卿)

ニーqophTm(A)All
-

e-伽/(1
･

aLp)J-A(qpn.Dp/Lp). (2.20)

From the above equation, t上ecuITent reSpOnSivlty Of the Scbottky pbotodiode may be est血ated as

釈.=五也空L

pq(

A(JdiP
･ JdH )

Pq, (2,21)

Usingthe Eq･ (2･21),the spectralresponsivity of the Schottky photodiode based on undoped

〟-GaN grown on sapphire substrate usmg MOCⅥ) method was calculated丘om its absorptlOn

coefficient spectrum･
[6]

The results of the calculations are compared to experimental measurements

inFig. 2.4. ne lower UV/visible contrast obtainedinthetheoreticalcalculation is due to the fact

that forthe absorption COefficient deduced from transmission measurementinour case is lager than

the real one by limitation of血e measurement at long wavelength (入>375n皿).

Asshowninthe Fig･ 2･4,the long diffusion length is useful to improvethe spectralresponse･

The difflusi'on length is proportionaltothe square root of the lifetimeand the mobnity of minority

25
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carriers, i･eリit depends on the crysta比ne quality of the epitaxial layer･ In the ideal case, low

doping levels are advisable to achieve high
responsivity(duetothe

larger depletion
region)and

a

sharp cutoff･ ne high mobihty values would resultinlow series resistanceand long diffusion

length, so thatthe epitaxial layer should bethin(<0.5 LLm)to optimizethe UV/visible contra占t･The

low mobuityinstate-of-the-art n-ALGal_xN
due tothe highdensity of defects,increases the series

resistance, and reduces the di血sion length, wbicb dete-ines the responsivlty Value･

200 300 400 500 600

Ⅵ｢avelengtb (nm)

Fig･ 2
･4･

Comparison of the experimental spectral respoz)sivity of Au/n-GaN

schottky photodiodes with theoretical estimation assumed L
p=100,

50, and

lO n皿, reSpeCtively･ 7be responsivities corresponding to ideal quantumefrlCiezICy

(QE=100%) is also sbown･

In order to achieve high performance Schottky photodiodes on n-AIxGal-xN epitaxial1ayers, a

moderate n-type doping level is recommended to improve the mobility･ sothatthe series resistance

decreases (largerbandwidth)andthe diffusion lengthincreases (higherresponsivity)Irmi占doping

level is even more important for higher AI contents,given the difficulty to achieve good ohmic

contacts. ne use of thick AIxGal_xN layers (>1LLm) is preferableinthis
case, sincethe reductionin

t上e dislocation denslty for thicker layers results血lower leakage cu汀entS and larger di軌sion

lengths (higherresponsivity).
Being the responsivity diffusion-limited,theincTeaSe Of the layer

Z6
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thickness does pot degradethe UV/visible contrast･

2.2.3 Meta/-semiconductor-metal photodetectors

The MSM structure can employ either back-to-back Schottky contacts (photovoltaicoperation),

or back-to-back ohmic confactS(photo-conductiveoperation)I
In general, the MSM photodetector

(MSM-PD) is referred to as the photovoltaic one and ascribed to one kind of metal-semiconductor

pbotodetectors･ Because it employs the Scbottky contact, the key advantage of Scbottky ba汀ier

diode is remained, i.e., it is a
majority carrier device and so does not suffer from speed delays

arising minority carrier lifetime issue･ The simple planar structure of MSM-PD resultsintwo

important features: (i) ultralowintrinsic capacitance; and (ii)simplicityinprocessing and

fabrication, and processing compatibnitywith conventional PET-based electronics･ These features

are essential for bun°ing high-speed, high-sensltlVlty, Wide-bandwidthoptoelectronic receivers･

For the application on the wide-bandgap GaN-based materials, it is easy to achieve bigb-qua山y

scbottky contacts us皿g the metals such as Pt, Pd, Ni, and Au ect-【13-17】 In addition, t上e =SM

approach avoidsthe difficult in obtaining highp-type doping and good ohmic contact on p-type

GaN which are necessary forp-i-n diodes･

The MSM-PD consists of a layer of uniformly
doped semiconductor materialon which two

schottky barrier contacts are deposited･[18] The metal Schottky contacts are arranged
to form two

interdigitatedfingers as showninFig･ 2･3･ Typicauy,the device is biased such that one of the two

contacts is grounded whilethe other is reverse biased･ At sufficiently high bias and smau enough

contact separation, the depletion reglOnS beneath the Schottky gates
can be connected･ ne applied

bias at whichthe depletion reglOnS touch is cauedthe reach-through voltage, VRr ne VOltage at

whichthe whole region between contacts is depleted is reach-through voltage (VJ･ Furtherincrease

of bias extendsthe depletion region tOWardtheanode･ The voltage at whichthe electric field at the

anode reaches zero is termed flat-bald voltage (Vfb)･Further application of reverse bias acts to

increasethe electric field magnitude withinthe depletion reglOn unto avalanche breakdown is

reached.
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Fig. 2.5. Schematic drawl喝Of a metal-semiconductor-metal

血erdigita亡ed pbotodetecto工･

28

Whentheincident light falls on the top surface of the MSM structure, thelightis absorbed within

the underlying semiconductor at a depthdepending upon its wavelength and the absorptlOn

coefficient of the material. ne absorbed light produces electron-hole pal一s. The application of a

bias to the metallic fingers creates an electric field withinthe und_erlying semiconductor that sweeps

the photogenerated carriers out of the depletion reglOn･ The speed and collection efficiency of the

device varies depending uponthe magnitude of the applied bias, the finger separationand the

average depth at which the photogenerated carriers are produced.

The energy band diagram of a MSM-PD, consist皿g Of two back-to-back Schottky contacts, is

sbown血Fig･ 2･5･ Increase of the applied bias血αeases血e depletion reglOn at the cathode as most

of the voltages dropped across this reverse biased junction.The totalphotocurrent density is the

sum of the cu汀ent densities at the cathode, which is reverse biased by γ1, and the anode , wbicb is

forward biased by V2 and is

JT(ph) = Jo. +JL" (2･22)

where J.. (JL.)is the current densityatthe metal-semiconductorjunctionof
the cathode (anode)on

the semiconductor side･ Voltageand current de丘nitions and directions are showninFig･ 2･6.

Z8
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Fig･ 2･6･ Energy band diagram of a MSM photodiode under appued bias voltage･

Assumlng that the optically generated carriers areintransitinthe depletion region for a duration

of much less than the recombination lifetime and further assummg that止ght response dominates the

dark current flow, carrier recombination canbe neglected and the continulty equationinthe

depletion reglOn Can be expressed as

_1生血.G=Oq 血
' (2.23)

where q isthe electron charge and G is the carrier generation rate･ Integrating the above resultsin

LT..
- J,,

-qGwl, (2･24)

JL_ =J,1 +qGw2, (2･25)

where wl (w2) represents the depletion region width of the cathode (anode) and Jxl and Jx2 are

currents at depletion edges of , respectively･ the cathodeand anode･ Consideringthe background n

dopmg of the active layer and the bunt-inbarrier for electron motion at the contacts, these currents

are due pr皿arny
tO diffusion of minorlty Carriers, holes, toward, respectively,the tathode and

anodeand are also effected by recombination with electrons accumulatedinthe concave shape of

the conduction band. Contributions fromthermionic emission of carriers from contacts to these

Z9
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currents are neglected as light response is several orders of magnitude higher than dark current.

To determine Jxl and Jx2 One Can determine the minorlty Carrier concentrationinthe undepleted

region fromthe diffusion equation

Dp碧一字･G-0,P

(2.26)

where Dp is the diffusion coefficient, Tp isthe lifetime, and Sp is the excess hole concentration･

Because of the large electric丘eld at cathode, itcan be assumed that there are no boles at the edge of

its depletion reglOn ,
Or

@=-pno at x=xl,

where pno isthe equilibrium hole concentration.

(2.27)

The boundary condition at山e anode is not the same aS at the cathode because of asyⅡ皿etry Of

the electric field distribution･ We write this conditioninterms of current continuity, expecting itto

be dependent on generation rate lS, aS

-qDp%-qGf
at x-x2 (2.28)

wheref
is afunction of applied bias andlightintensityand isinunits of length. This condition

could also be writteninterms of excess carrier concentrationand the velocity of carrier extraction,

or transport Vt, as

-qDp慧-桝
(2･29)

If Vt is of order of the diffusion velocity D,/Lp and毎フ-
GTp, Eq･ (2･28)equals qGL｡･ This means

that the two de丘nitions are identical,
allowingf

to beinterpreted as the effective diffusion length.

Solving Eq. (2.25)with these boundary conditions results血

帥,
-KleXP(x/Lp,･K2eXP(-X/Lp)･告G

,

where Kl andK2 are given by
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-(pno.GTp)ex,(-X2/Lp).圭逆ex｡(-xl/Lp)LJil

2cosh(?)

-(pn..GTp)ex｡(x2/Lp)+立竺ex,(xl/Lp)ト■l

2cosh(?)

37

(2.31)

(2.32)

where
x2-Xl is the width of the undepleted reglOn･

Differentiating Eq. (2:30)and evaluating itat xl leads to an expression for diffusion current

denslty:

Jxl =

-qDp

-

､.千

(GTp

･Pno)sinh(守)一箸
cosh (守

The total photocurrent density was found form Eqs. (2･22),(2･24),and (2125)to be

JT(ph, -J.i ･Jx/
qG(wl-W2)

(2,33)

(2.34)

where the current density Jx2 is given by the boundary con-dition describedinEq･ (2･28),i･e･,

Jx2=qGf. Neglecting poand substitutinginto Eq･ (2134) from Eqs･ (2･28) and (2･33), the

pbotocu汀ent Of MSM-PD is then obta血ed as

JT(pん,ニーqG(wl-W2)-qGLp tanhド苧
+
qGf sec 'qGf (2.35)

The first teTminEq. (2.35)is due to the electron-hole pairs that are generatedinthe depletion

reglOnS Of the cathodeand anode･ The other terms describethe contribution of the holes generated

inthe undepleted region (x2-Xl)between the cathode and anode･ ne middle two terms are due to
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the carriers generatedinthe bu比and extracted atthe end of the cathode depletion reglOn･ The last

terms is the cu汀ent that is due to the extraction ofholes at anode end and has a slgn Opposite the

first term･ To demonstrate the generality of Eq･ (2･35),itis discussedinseveral special cases.

A. BI'as va/ues be/ow reach through

For values of the applied bias suchthat the undepleted bulk region is much larger than the

dii.fusion length, the approximations ttmh[(x2-Xl)/i,]=1and csch[(x2-Xl)/Lp]-0reduce Eq･ (2･35) to

JT(ph)
=-qG(wl +Lp) +qG(w2 +I)

for x2-Xl>'L,･ (2･36)

Equation (2･30)clearly showsthat carriers generatedinthe cathode depletion region and holes

withina diffusion lengthof its edge produce the cathode current whereas holes generatedinthe

anode depletion region and wit血a distance/of itsedge comprise the anode cu汀ent. Parameter/

thus showsthe average distance that holes diffuse toward the anode and arethen swept by the

electric field and couected･ For this reasonf can be termed the effective anode diffusion length.

Parameters L｡
andf

are not generally equal sincethe electric五eld at the cathode and anode depletion

reglOn edge di∬er because of a
much large potential drop across the cathode. As mentioned above,

this formalism can be replaced by wrltlng the current at anode depletion edgeinterm of carrier

extraction velocity and by arguing thatthis velocity is different from that of cathode; but as au

variablesinEqs. (2･35)and (2･36)have units of length, its present formis more descriptive.

For smau values of voltage, however, equalnumbers of holes can diffuse to theanode and

cathode and the device becomealmost symmetrical,that is,I equals Lp, which reduces Eq･ (2･35)

to the simpler form of

JT(p^, -

-qG(wl-W2)
for smau V" (2.37)

The physicalmeaning of Eq. (2･37)is straightforward, but itis noteworthythat itbecomes zero if

no bias is applied.

B･ Bias value close to reach-through
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For highspeed devices, the undepleted region is smaner than a diffusion length･ Since application

of bias further reduces this distance, Eq･ (2･35)should be modified for for x2-Xl<<L,, by setting

tanh[(x2-Xl)/L,]-(x2-Xl)/i,and sech[x2-Xl/i,]=1
to

get

JT(p"
--qG(wl-W2)-qG(x2-Xl)

･2qGf

for x2-Xl ''L,. (238)

Three specialcases ofEq. (2.38)are ofinterest･ (I)If an the holes are conected at the cathode , f=O

and Eq. (2.38)indicatesthat all the carriers generatedinthe undepleted region win diffuse toward

the cathode and are subsequently couected･ this would overestimate the total current of the

MSM-PD. (ⅠⅠ)If half of the carriers geheratedinthe bun are couected at the anode and other half at

the cathode , thenf=(xユーXl･)/2and Eq. (2.38)reduces to Eq･ (2･37),meaning that the total current is

simplythe difference of the carriers couected at the cathode and anode depletion regions･ (Ill)ne

maximum value that I can assume is (xユーXl),COrreSPOnding to the case when allthe carriers

generatedinthe bun difhse to the anode, h this case Eq, (2･38)becomes

JT(ph, -

-qG(wl-W2)-qG(x2-Xl)
(2･39)

nis underestimates the total hole current but allows for the factthat not an the electrons generated

inthe depletion regio.ns are conected asindicated bythe firstterm of Eq･ (2･39)I

C. Bias 1,alues above reach-through

when the depletion regions betweenthe cathode and anode meet,the length of the undpleted region

is zero and ,
from Eq. (2.38)or Eq. (2.39),the photocurrent

density is given by

JT(ph, =

-qG(wl-W2)･
(2140)

For higher va血es of bias, the depletion reglOn Of the catbode血pmges on the anode un山tbe

electric丘dd at tbe皿Ode becomes zero. For voltages bigber than tbis鮎t-band voltage, the detector

current is characterized by

JT(ph) =

-qGL , (2･41)

where L is the distance between electrodes･ It is expectedthat,
for voltages higher than nat-band

voltage but before breakdown, the current remains constant･
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From the above discussion on Schottky barrier and MSM structure photodiodes, we get toknow

that the optical parameter of interest is the absorption coefficient, α (A).The electrical parameters of

interest are minority carrier diffusivity,D, and diffusion length, L. In photodetector, the excessive

mi皿Orlty CaⅢ･iers, co皿ected by an血emal electric丘eld血tbe depletion reglOn, COntribute-to an

electric current (generateddue to radiation absorption)and, therefore, to a device pbotoresponse,

the longerthe minority carrier diffusion length, the larger amount of minoritycarriers able to reach

the depletion reglOn, and, hence, the better pbotodetector performance.

2. 3 CHARACTERISTICS and PARAMETERS

The mainparameters of semiconductor photodetectors arethe followmg.

(1) Optical area A.

Optical area of a responsive element A. is an area of the element generating photocurrent equalto

the photocurrent of the detector withsensitivityuniform on the areaand equalto the maximallocal

sensitivity of our responsive element. Obviously A. is lessthanor equaltothe electricalarea of the

山uminated surface of the responsive element Ae･ The ordinary values of Ae are o･1-100mm2･

(2) Operatiorz voltage V., ･

Junction photodetectors canbe usedinzero-bias modeandinreverse-bias.mode of photovoltaic

detector operation. The operation voltage must be lower thanthe breakdown voltage VBR, i.e,the

maximum reverse VOltage that can safely be applied to the pbotodiode before a breakdown occurs at

the j-unction.Anempirical expression was forwarded by Sze and Gibbons forthe breakdown

voltage of abruptp -n Junction and Schottky barrier diodesinGe, Si, GaAs, and Gap:[1q

vBR =

60(y/2(掛3/4,
(2･42'

whereEg isthe band gap氾eVand N
B
is the background doplng m --3･ It has, however, been

known that the Sze-Gibbons foⅡnula is generauy not applicable血many wide band-gap materials,

such as Sic and diamond･ A more elaborate empiricalrelation is presented by Trivediand Shenai[201

interns of material parameters otherthan E
g alone, which is expressed as
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VBR - [2K(qNB/

Cs)3]-1/
4

K= 9×10-38
A(216)m
b O'85E;5

35

(2.43)

whereA, b, and m are the averagelmpact ionization coefficients for electrons(n)or holesb), and

E
s
is the semiconductor pemittivity. The value ofA, b,and m for each material is tabulatedin

Table2.1.

TABLE 2. 1. Average ionization parameters.

Material A(cm'1) bⅣ/cm) m K(cm6N7)

Si 1.07X106 1.65X106 1 1.9X10-35

GaAs 2.24X105 6.343X105 1.79 1.8×10-35

Gap 4.OX105 1.18X106 2 5.5X10-38

6H-Sic 3.42X106 1.335×107 1 4.8X10-42

GaN 8.85×10` 2..6×107 1 9.1X10-43

ne breakdown voltages as afunction of background dopmg for Si, Gap, 6H-Sic, and GaN

are showninFig. 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7. ne calculated breakdown voltages for Si, Gap, 6H-Sic, ar)d GaN･

Predictions from the Sze-Gibbons relation are plotted as daded lines.

(3) Photocurrent-radL.ant flux characteristic I,h(¢ )･
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Tbe radiant flux density Fp dependence of photocurrent density Jp must be linear over a wide

range of the flux density J,(Fp)=I(Fp･

The coefficient FC is canedthe cuTTent reSPOnSiviy況,I (jVW); this parameter is obtained asthe

short-circuit ught current density'(A/cm2)divided by the radiant flux density of thelight (W/cm2).

Atthe same time the coefEcient
a is caned the quantum enfciency (electrons/photon)when the flux

denslty refers
to equalamounts of incident photons;this parameter is the number of electrons or

boles that can be detected as a pbotocurrent divided by the number of血cident photons,

In a weu-designed photodetector, nearly an photons penetratlng the semiconductor are absorbed

andthey resultincarrier generation fouowed by efficient carrier collection･ If allof these processes

are done to
perfection,theinternal quantum efficiency 77 o

for this photodetector is nearly unity･An

expression for T)o IS

〟.
= (Ip/q)/(pq,/hv), (2.44)

where Ip is the photogenerated current by the absorption of incident opticalpower Popt at a

wavelength A(correspondingto a photon energy h I/).However, under usualcircumstances,the

acrualquantum efficiency whichalsoincludesthe reflections and other externallosses, is lower

thantheinternal quantum efficiency T)o･ This is ca皿ed the externalquantum efficiency T)exl･ The

quantum efficiency depends oninternalquantum efficiency T)., loss coefficient T and reflectivlty Of

surface R:

17α`
-,lo(1-γ)(1-R).

(2･45)

The loss coefficient γ is detemied by photocarrier recombinationinthe bu比and on the surface

of a semiconductor and by diffusion (or thermionic emission)of charge carrier against the bunt-in

electric丘eld;the value of the last type of loss decreases withincreasing carrier concentration･

The photoconductive gain"g" isanother parameter of a detector (photo-conductivevariety)and

is defined asthe number of carriers passmg throughthe contact per each generated electron-hole

paiI･ This gain describes how efficiently the generated electron-hole pal=S are used to create electric

current･ ne spectral current responsivlty Of a photodetector canthen be expressed as:
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沢i

=至りdg=詰りα,g,

37

(2.46)

where^ is the wavelength, h is Planck's constant, c is the light velocity, q isthe electron charge, g

is the photoconductive current gain,andソis frequency of the light･ The actualmeasured variable is

the responsivity訳･ Thus, itis clearthat one cannot decouplethe actual quantum efficiency from

any internal gain PreSentinthe device･

sometimes the term voltage responsivity∑冗v (vw) is used;this parameter is obtained as the

photoresponse voltage divided by the radiant flux, butinthis case it is necessary toindicate not

only wavelengths but flux densities also･

(4) Dark current-voltage characteristL'c (Id-Vb)･

Afundamentalcharacteristi岱Of great importanceinUV photodetector performance is the device

dark current and UV photoresponse･
Low dark current is very important for high-speed optical

pulse detection･ For photodetectors employed Schottky contacts, if the Schottky contact is poor･

excess carriers are lqeCtedinto the semiconductor over the Schottky barrier, and the response time

isincTeaSed,

ne low dark current drastically diminishes the current noise･ That is also importantinlowerlrlg

the minimum detectable power, which is equal to the shot noise current and is shown as follows:

q･碧-厨,
(2･47)

where is the quantum efficiency, P血is the minimum detectable power, h is Planck's constant, v is

the irradiated light frequency, and B is the bandwidth

The dark current IdinSchodky diodes based on wide-gap high-mobnity semiconductors at low

doping levels and smau bias voltage is determined bythemionic emission[21]

I = Io
exp(qVb

/nkT )[トexp(-qVb /kT)]

- AA…T2
exp(-qQB /kT)(exp(qVb/nkT)[1

-

exp(-qVb/kT)]), (2･48)

where q lSthe electron charge, A is the area7 Io isthe saturation current, k is the Boltzmann
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constant, T is the operating temperature (K),n is the idealityfactor,A''is the Richardson constant

i)らis the barrier height, and V. is the applied bias voltage･ This dependence is used for the

calculation of the shunt resistance of a pbotodiode which is the voltage-to-cu汀ent ratio血tbe

vicinity of 0 V, R.=nkT /(qI.),dark resistance and dark current Id at the operation voltage･ These

parameters deteriorate markedly with decreasing contact (diffusion)potential (and semiconductor

bandgap)and withincreasing carrier concentration･

At higher concentrations and bias voltages Vb, Id is determined by thermo丘eld emission【22l

･d -Is

exp(監[賢一ta血(
EBB
kT

･s

-A/･T雫[q(vb
-Vn)･

q¢8
E..

coth(E../kT)
, (2.49)

where Vn is the Fermi level energy m the semiconductor and Eoo isthe characteristic energy

parameter

(2.50)

where h is Planck's constant, mー･the carrier effective mass, N,the donor density, and E.
,

eo arethe

dielectric constants of the semiconductor and vacuum, respectively.

Consideration of the MSM-PD as two back-to-back n-type Schottky contacts dictates thatthe

anode contact w山be forward biased and the cathode contact reverse biased under an extemal

applied bias voltage･Assummg that the two contacts operate as themionic-emission-lhited

diodes, the dark current-voltage characteristics of也e MSM-PD can be described as t上e

following ･

[23】

(i)Bias voltage Vb<Vzr,

For low biases such thatthe sum of the depletion widths wland wユare Smal1erthan the finger

spacmg L, the charge distribution in an MSM-PD is showninFig･ 2･8･(a)for an n-type

semiconductor with doping density Nd･ The corresponding electric field and the potential
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distribution are sbown血Figs. 2.8 (b)and (c).
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Fig. 2.8. ′也echarge distribution, electric丘eld, and potentialprofile

of an MSM structure皿der bias voltage.

h this case, the total dark cuITent density may be expressed as

Jd -Jnl ･Jpl

-J付eqA4nl′kT(1-e-qVl/kT)
qDpp,p tanh (w2-

Wl)/Lp]
Lp

exp(-qVD2 /kT)

with JM
-An'T2exp(-q¢n./kT),

Jps

=A;T2exp(-qQp2
/kT) ,

･[1
-

exp(-qVl/kT)]

･[exp(qv2/kT)
-

1]

39

(2.51)

where Jw (J,,) is the saturation current densities of electron (hole),¢nl(i),2) is the Schottky barrier

heights for electrons (holes),A:(A,～)is the effective Richardson's constant for electron (hole)

emission, VDユthe built-inpotential atthe anode contact, and △d)nlthe image-force lowering of i)nl.
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(II)VRr<Vb<VF

圃野アZナ

E
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40

(a)Reach (hroughvoJtage @) Flat band voltage (c)vb,VFB

Fig. 2.9. (a)Case of reach-through;O))
Case of 且at-band; (c)Case for bias voltage Vb>VFB,

△¢ is the血age-force lowering of ¢p2･

In the case of VRT<Vb<VFB,the electric丘eldand potential pro丘1e are nlustratedinFig. 2.9.(a).The

expressionJ?f-JdJlis
ey:,?qAb;nl

/kT, ･ Jp [exp(-k?･fv?mqFB3D125)
-

ex,(-qVD2/kT],
(2.5.,

vFB

=祭L2
-AVD, (2･55'

△VD = VDl
-VD2, (2.56)

where VFB istheflat-band voltage, VDl isthe bu山一inpotentialatthe cathode contact. For a

symmetrical MSM-PD, i･e･, AVD = 0
, equation (2.49)reduces to

vFB =

qNdL2/(2c,6.).

(III)Vb>VFB

As showninFig. 2.9 (C),inthissituation the totaldark current density is

Jd - Jns exp(qA¢nl/kT) + Jps exp(q△4p2/kT),

(2.57)

(2.58)

The dark current that flows under an applied voltage winingeneralbe determined bythat region

which absorbsthe greatest fraction of the voltage, i.e,, by the reglOn Which出血ts the current to

greatest degree･ For the n-GaN based MSM-PD, the electron barrier height a)hl(aboutleV) is

usually smauerthan the hole barrier height ¢｡ユ(is estimated as E&GA"
-i).1=2.4eV),that

is , the hole

current Win be always sma止er than the electron current. So that the totaldark current Canbe
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essentiany given by the first termof Eq. (2.51)･In other words, if the hole barrier is high, then the

electron current from cathode contact win account for the entire behavior which is essentiauythe

same as a simple Schottky diode with anode contact replaced by an olmic, non-m]ectmg contact･

(5) Detectivityand TZOL.Se ParameterS･

Detectors and noise are synonymousinthat the m血imum detectable radiation power is

determined by the noise floor of the detector･ ne noise sources can be categorizedinto two

groups, one beinginternalto the detector (resultingfrom one or ore sources)andthe other being

the radiation noise due to血e environment (background radiation),
bo血of wbicb are very

血portant･ In血e ユ血itof the min也m radiant power that is to be detected, au detectors experience

a noise wall･ The potential sources of noise arefluctuationsinthe detector itself,inthe radiant

energy
to wbicb血e detector responds, or血tbe electronic system accompany皿g the detector･

Usuauy, the slgnal皿uctuations and background加血ations are considered to be responsible for

the radiant noise, However, under most operatmg conditionsinthe UV, the background fluctuation

is minimal, and the radiant noise is dominated by the slgnalfluctuations･ In a photodetector, the

free caHiers always exhibit randomthermalmotion, and because of this, there occurs afluctuation

inthe velocity of these carriers, which leads tointernalnoise･ Thefluctuationsinthe density of free

carriers due to randorrmessinthe rates ofthermalgeneration and recombination (G-R)also

contribute to theintemalnoise. There can be four different types ofinternal noise in a

photoconductor, These are Johnson noise, 1/I noise, G-R noise (shotnoise),and preamplifier

noise. Au of these noise components are expressedinterms of current across the detector

teⅡninals.

The noise equivalentpower (NEP) is the amount of optical-signal equivalent to the noise level of

a device. Itis the root-mean-square (rms)value of the firstharmonic of incident modulated radiant

flux p( w ) withthe given spectrum which creates the rms value of the first harmonic of the

photoresponse current I, (orphotoresponse voltage V,) which is equalinthe value to the rms value

of noise current ln (or voltage Vn ) at the given modulator frequency･ If one expressesthe above
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descnptlOninformula, 1t Win be

p(a,)- pq, (1･mejWt)
,

NEP=rms opticalpower (Po,t)mnwith S/N=1,

42

Where Po,I is the average optical signal power, m isthe modulationindex, w isthe modulation

frequency, and S/N is the photoresponsle slngal-to-noise ratio･

unitfrequency bmdwidth not,e equivalentpower ,
UFB-NEP-I^ / Ipf

l′2

(w Hzー1/2 ), isthe

noise equivalent power normalized for frequency bandwidth, and speclficnoise equivalent power

NEP'(W Hz-1/2 cmll) is the noise equivalent power normalized for frequency bandwidthand

detector active area. Detectivity D (WIHzl/2) is the reciprocal of UFB-NEP value and specific

detectivity D. (W-1Hzl/2cm)is the reciprocalof NEP'value.

Iithe current gaingfor the photocurrent and the noise current is the same, thenthe current noise

resulting fromthe G-R process is

lh

-qg(2Ae△γ[t(G
･

R)])1/i-, (2.61)

where △ソis the bandwidthinterms of frequency, G and R ar6the generation and recombination

rates, respectively, i isthe thickness of the detector, andAe is the electrical area of the detector･ The

generation rate G is a combination of the optical generation rate Gop and thethermal generation rate

Glh: G=Gop+Glh.

If A. is the opticalarea of the detector, thenthe normalized signal-to-noise performance of this

detector can be determined by the specific detectivity, D'･ The specific detectivityrepresentsthe

●

slgnal to noise ratio when no皿alized to a standard size･ The D detecti∇1ty lS glVen by

In
'

(i(G4TR,

Eqs. (2.60)-(2.61)yield

(2.62)

(2.63)

where h is Planck's constant, c the speed of light.The specific detectivityincreases withincreasing

4Z
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quantum efRciepcy and wavelength of incident lightand decreasing dark current･

The optical area A. and electrical areaA. of a photodetector are generany different from having to

make it-contact to the semiconductor wbicb blocks血e radiation丘om reaching the semiconductor.

Anexamination of Eq. (2.62)indicatesthat,for agiven wavelength A
,and

operating temperature

T, the highe予tPerformance of the photodetector can be obtained by

maximimigり心(G･R)I/2
the

recombination process takes placeina region of the device (forexample, atthe contactsinsweep

out photoconductors (PCs) orinthe neutral reconverted regionsof the diode types)where the

photoelectric gam is marginally smau,the effect offluctuatmg recombination is qulte negligible･

Because of this, the noise can be low by as much as 2･5 time.sand the detectivitywiu be high by

the same proportion. The generation process with its associated fluctuation cannot, however, be

avoided by any means. ne generation and recombination rates are equal at equnibrium. Hence

assumlngA.=Ae,
we get

D･

-急(i)i/2,
(2.6.,

In a pbotodetector the optical generation Gop may be due to the slgnal or thermal background

radiation･ If, for血is pbotodetector, G也主s at a level wbeTe G山<<Gop, then the NEP may be de血ed

by

NEP =

β●
' (2,65)

where A is the area of the device.

In background hmited detectors, meanmg when the background radiation noise is dominant, the

NEP is glVen by

NEP

-hv(
2A◎△γ

)1′2, (2.66)

where @ isthe totalbackground radiation impinging onthe detector (expressedas background

radiation flux density (photons/s-cm2))and the specific detectivityina photovoltaic detector
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(operationat zero bias)is given by

D'- mE[(4kT/R.A)･2q2りwO]-1/2,

44

(2.67)

where Ro isthe zero-bias resistance of the detector･ In cases wherethe totalbackground radiation is

very smau compared to血e noise generated血血e detector, tbe血ermal noise limited detectivity is

glVenby

D'=況.(R.A/4kT)1'2 (2.68)

In cases where the detector is background limited, wbicb solar b也d detector seeks to avoid,血e

detectivlty lS glVen by

D'-
Ri(2q2りα,◎)~1′2 (2.69)

(6) NormaLL-zed transfer characteristic

The normalized transfer characteristic isthe time dependence of the detector parameters after a

sudden changein1ight level･When the device is excited with rectangular light pulses, the thne

required for the output to rise from O･1 to O･9 of its final value is caned therise time tr of the

normalized transfer characteristic;the time required for the output to fa山from O･9 to O･l of its

on-state value is canedthe decay time of the normahzedinverse characteristic td･ The cut-off

frequency fc is the frequency at whichthe photodiode output decreases by 3 dB (0･7)of the

low-frequency response･ Inthe special case of exponentialtransient response,the decay time and

the rise time are related tothe exponentialtime constant, T, and to the device bandwidth, B, by the

expressions

β=
1 2.20 2.20

■■■l■l■■■■■■■■
- - ~ ■■■ll●■-

27rT 2∬Td 2方r, (2.70)

It is very mportant to noticethat reliableinformation aboutthe device bandwidthcan only be

obtained from the photocurrent rise time ifthe excitation pulse is rectangular, with a rise time much

shorter than i,, and a pulse width much larger than tr, sothat photocurrentincreases from zero to a

steady-state value.
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(7) Capacitance C

The capacitance C is the major factorindetermmmgthe response speed of the photodiode. For

Scbottky pbotodiode,

c-A(苧)i/i(vh･
･γ

-?)-1/2,
(2･71)

whereA is the Schottky contact area, Nd is the doping density, Eo is the dielectric constant of

vacuum, E. is the relative effective dielectric constant of the semiconductor,Vbi is the buut-in

potential, and Vr is the bias voltage･

The time response of Schottky photodiode can be limited by capacitive effects, by carrier

trapp血g, or by the sa山ration velocity of ca汀iers血tbe semiconductor･ Au these phenomena reduce

the responsivlty at high frequencies･ In GaN-based Schottky photodiodes, the linear dependence of

the time constant on the load resistance (T - To + RLC
, where To is the time constant at zero load)

points
to a RCs-hmited time rtesponse, where C

s
is the sum of the diodeintemal capacitance (C)

andthe load capacitance (CL),and R isthe sum of the load resistance (RL)and the series resistance

of the device (Rs).For low load, the m血imum time response is given by the product of Rs and C I

The series resistance Rs is the resistance of the detector through whichthe photodiode current must

flow, that is, the sum of resistances of semiconductor bulk and Olmic contacts･ Since the series

resistance does not depend on bias, the device time response decreases proportiona一ly
to

(vbi+Vr-kT/q)'1/2.

For diodes with the same geometry and polarization, C and Rs are proportional to (Nd)1/2and

( JL

nN｡)

-1

respectively, where FL
A

isthe electron mobnity･ nerefore,the bandwidth of these

devices would be optimized byincreasing (FL

nNd)1/2,
under this assumption, Si-doping should

improve the time response of Schottky photodiodes based on n-GaN, provided that mobuity does

not decrease drasticany and Schottky barrier is not much lowered by tunnel tTanSPOrt･

For undoped and血finitely thick materials, the capacitance of planar血erdigitated MSM-PD,

using atheoretical model based on conformal mapplngS, is given by
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Co岩 c.(1･c,)K
K

'

where Co is the capacita占ceper血ger length, K and K′ are e山pticintegrals defined as

K= K(k)-Ion/2
d¢

1-k2sin2¢
I

k-K(k.), k･-JEW,

k=tan2
.汀〝

心+w),

46

(2.72)

(2.73)

where
w is the血ger width and s isthe五nger spaclng･ The total detector capacitance is glVen by

c -

COA/(s･w), (2･74)

where A is the detection area of detector. nisindicatesthat for a glVen detector area and finger

pitch (i.e.,sum of the finger width and spacing)size,the smanerthe finger width
,the

smaller the

detector･ s capacitance･ It should be noted也at the capacitance of the interdigitated MSM-PD can be

presentedina more simple form of :

Ac.(1'6,)
7r

s'w

4h(三･三),
(2.75)

The above equation is more suitableand efficientinanalysIS Oftheinterdigitated MSM-PD

geOmetry･

The time response,丁, Of MSM-PDs is pr皿arily umited either bythe transit time of the opticany

generated cariers, t
I.

, Or by the device capacitance, C: The transit time can be estimated by:

SX

Tv=石,

1 1

訂+石
1

e

1 1

訂=言し才+読
(2.76)

where x is carrier drift distance corrective coefficient, u is carrier drift mean velocity u
Band

u
h,

are the electronand hole saturation velocity, respectively･
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The RC
-time

constant of the equivalent chcuit composed fromtheinterdigitated MSM-PD

capacitance Cand diode load resistance RL is given by:

TRC = 2.2RLC. (2･77)

The RC
-time

constant along with transit time hmitations must be considered together to give a

simple丘rst order approximation to the overall response time of the MSM-PD:

T= Tv2 +
T孟c. (2･78)

It is obvious from the above equationsthat for the MSM-PD witha flXed finger width and a

glVen detection area,the minimum time response win take placeunderthe condition
Tq = TRC

･

⊆i丘l

(/つ

､き
C)

【/つ

l=

(⊃

u)EL 100
d)

ge

Q)

≡

i:

o 2 4 6 8 10

Finger spacing (〟 m)

Fig･ 2･10･ Est血atio8 0f出e血e response ofGaN
MSM photodiodes

2

as afunction offinger spacing With the active area of lO5× 105 FL m ･

Figure 2･ 10 demonstrates the calculated time response as a function of finger spacing for n-GaN

MSM-PD with A=105 × 105 LLm2and w=2, 3, 5LLm. ne Other parameters ernployedinthe

calculation are RL=50 E2, x=2･ er=9･5, uc=2･4×107 cm/s7 Uh=4×106cm/s･

(8) Responsivity-temperature characteristics沢Cr)

The quantum efficiency temperature coefficient T)T isthe value T)T=[(T)2-nl)/(T2-TL)]
× loo罷 where

771 and I)2 arethe quantum efficiencies atthe temperatures Tl and T2･ Withincreasmg temperature
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the long-wavelength limit of the spectral sensitivity usually moves up ln WaVelengthowing to

decreasmg semiconductor bandgap and the dark currentincreases exponentially･ The temperature

dependence of the quan山m efficiency depends on血e tempera山一e dependence of也e血emal

quantum yield, diffusion length of minority carriers and carrier recombination velocitiesinthe

semiconductor bu比or on itssurface.
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